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forceit is a software-as-a-service that automates pc management by keeping your windows-based
device(s) updated and secure through connection to the internet. forceit supports windows-based

devices and mobile devices. learn more once you have your secrets, you can start to manage them
in the manage secrets section of the azure portal. first, click on create a vault to create a new vault.
you will be prompted for the name and url of your vault. i recommend a name that reflects what the
vault stores and what the secret is for. this way, if you add a new secret later, you can go back to the

manage secrets section to identify which vault it belongs to. the secrets will be listed under the
secret list in the secret management window. click the create secret button to create the secret and
you will be returned to the vault. as you can see in figure 7, ive selected to allow access to the run as
service principal. the vault shows up in the vaults list in the azure portal. since ive allowed access to

the run as service principal, if i try to create a secret i get an error because it doesnt have
permission to do so. for example, let's say i wanted to create a secret that im storing some test

credential information in. if i created the secret, it wouldnt have permission to do so. at this point, i
would need to figure out the service principal or run as account and add it to the access policy or
grant the account appropriate permissions. new in version 0.9.0 is the ability to add metadata.

metadata is optional for secret vaults to support so it may not be available for all vault extensions.
users can optionally provide non-sensitive metadata for their secrets. secret metadata was a highly

requested feature because as users store more secrets in secretmanagement, they may want to
know what the secrets are intended for (for example, a particular subscription, or scenario). as users
manage their secrets they may also want to add metadata around secret creation date, expiration

time, or other information to manage the secret lifecycle.
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once the web app is ready to use you will be asked to select a storage account for the vault. use the
option to select the new storage account you just created. this is where the new vault will be

created, and will be called the secretstore account. once the account is created you will be returned
to the main screen to enter the vault. as shown in figure 3, you will be asked to specify the account
name, a web service (which will be used to execute the vault's interface) and the password you wish
to use. once the values are entered, the vault will be created. use the options button to specify the
role to associate with the vault. as an example, if you want the account(s) and the web service(s) to

be owned by one service principal, you would click the grant service principal access to the new
vault button. (on the right side you will see the grant access option as shown in figure 4.) if you

select these defaults, the accountclaims and webappclaims options will also be checked to enable
account and service principal claims. select the check box to enable the claims options, or leave
unchecked to prevent the claims from being set. once the account claims are set, the role will be

returned to normal. (figure 5) you can change the role at any time by selecting the role option and
choosing the role to assign. from this point, you can do one of two things. you can add a source of

secrets to your app (for example, by adding the user's account and password) or you can start
retrieving secrets. by default, retrieved secrets are stored in a new (virtual) storage account called

secretstore. each retrieved secret will be stored in the account and the vault will contain a reference
to the secret in the secretstore account. to get a secret from the vault, simply reference the secret in
the secretstore account. note that this will be relative to the web service you configured for the app

that you want to use. 5ec8ef588b
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